Visualization Support for Multi-criteria Decision Making
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A BSTRACT
Finding the propagation scope for various types of issues in Software
Product Lines (SPLs) is a complicated Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) problem. This task often requires human-in-the-loop
data analysis, which covers not only multiple product attributes but
also contextual information (e.g., internal policy, customer requirements, exceptional cases, cost efficiency). We propose an interactive
visualization tool to support MCDM tasks in software issue propagation based on the user’s mental model. Our tool enables users to
explore multiple criteria with their insight intuitively and find the
appropriate propagation scope.
Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—
Visualization systems and tools—Visualization toolkits; Software
and its engineering—Software notations and tools—Software maintenance tools—Issue Propagation
1 I NTRODUCTION
In Software Product Lines (SPLs) development, an engineer has
to decide the propagation scope for many issues related to defects,
requirement changes, or design modifications [5,16]. Thus, determining the appropriate scope of propagation candidates can effectively
reduce the propagation cost if it is possible to avoid reviewing and
applying non-essential propagation. However, deciding the scope is
a rather complicated task, which has to consider contextual information (e.g., internal policy, customer requirements, exceptional or
irregular cases) as well as product-related attributes. For instance,
when an engineer patches a defect in a software module, one can
identify affected products using the same module. However, when it
comes to selecting the defect propagation candidates, certain products can be excluded under certain circumstances even though they
are affected (e.g., update plan, patch policy, or cost efficiency).
Since one has to consider such multiple aspects, the selection
process is known as a Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)
problem. Resolving the MCDM problem often requires intervention
by domain experts. While the experts are aware of relevant information, visual aid is crucial to enhance perceptual capabilities when
exploring and investigating large data.
In this paper, we investigated the engineers’ underlying mental
model in the workflow of deciding the scope of propagation candidates through expert interviews. Based on the model, we extracted
design guidelines and implemented an interactive visualization tool
for anonymized Solid-State Drive (SSD) product line data. The efficacy and usability of the tool have been demonstrated through a
qualitative study. We focused on MCDM problems, including mainly
categorical values to accommodate the characteristics of the product
data.
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R ELATED W ORK

In several decades of research, the field of MCDM has heavily
investigated for solving decision problems. Zanakis et al. conducted
comparative studies of eight MCDM methods [17] and Velasquez
and Hester analyzed 11 common MCDM methods by a literature
review [13].
Also, several prior works proposed visualization for solving
MCDM problems. Lineup [1] enabled users to interactively explore
the ranking of items with stacked bar charts by weighting values of
multiple criteria. Zhao et al. proposed SkyLens [18] exploring and
comparing skyline points. Stephan et al. proposed WeightLifter [8]
supporting weight-based MCDM for exploring weight spaces of
criteria. The above studies focused on numeric attribute analysis.
On the other hand, Upset [2] employed a matrix-based layout to
show intersections and aggregation of sets composed of categorical
data. The techniques support tasks for understanding set data with
multiple criteria.
In this paper, the design of our visualization is based on the set
visualization techniques proposed in Upset for analyzing categorical
data. Also we exploited the Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) as a
baseline method for calculating the confidence level with weights of
each criterion due to its intuitiveness and simplicity.
Lopez et al. surveyed that various visualization techniques had
been studied to support the SPL engineering activities such as domain requirements engineering, design, and modeling [3]. Nestor et
al. employed visualization techniques to address SPL tasks such as
variability management and product derivation [7]. Murashkin et al.
proposed a bubble-chart-based visualization tool to explore a multidimensional space of optimal variants [6]. Urli et al. [11] presented a
visualization to support large feature models, and Martinez et al. [4]
built feature relations graphs on understanding feature constraints.
Regarding the propagation, Montalvillo et al. visualized how
propagations were conceived and realized in detail by enhancing the
branch graphs in the version control system [5]. As SPL evolves,
the scale of variability can be notably complex to manage a huge
number of propagation between products [7]. Our research focused
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Figure 1: The sketch of existing issue propagation system.

on alleviating the effort to determine the issue propagation scope in
SPL through visualization support.
3 D ESIGN C ONSIDERATIONS
We performed a preliminary interview with domain experts at Samsung Electronics; one software engineer involved in product management and two engineers (including one of the authors) who supported
the propagation tasks in the department of software engineering. One
in charge of determining the propagation scope relies on the information of the issue to be propagated, products, and development
context to perform the determining task. After the determination, the
issue is propagated to corresponding products within the scope. The
managers of the products review the issue and confirm whether it
will be assigned to the product finally or not.
The scope may vary depending on the urgency or severity of the
issue. The broader the scope, the more effort product managers put
into reviewing the issue. The smaller the scope, the more likely there
exists products missing the issue. Hence, one sets the obvious products first based on certain conditions and then selects an appropriate
number of candidates based on one’s own contextual information
with some uncertainty. Sometimes, one may have insufficient information on the conditions but know a partial list of products to be
propagated. In that case, one can expand the scope by reviewing the
products’ attributes and inferring the missing conditions.
Currently, the tool to identify a list of products filtered by attributes’ values with employing the multi-selection interaction was
deployed internally as sketched in Figure 1. However, users mainly
depend on a spreadsheet form containing related information instead
of utilizing the tool due to inconvenience and inefficiency issues.
Through the interview, we reviewed the available information the
interviewees own and their mental model. The users’ information
can be categorized as either Certain or Uncertain. The Certain (Figure 2a) consists of confirmed conditions of selections determining
the products are candidates or noncadidates such as ”Propagate this
issue to any products using controller B or with capacity greater than
500GB”, ”Do not propagate this issue to SLC (Single Level Cell)
products.” However, a group of conditions can conflict with each
other, and such conditions are categorized as Uncertain.
The Uncertain (Figure 2b) consists of unsettled conditions based
on domain knowledge or experience. The combination of such conditions determines the confidence level that a product can be a
candidate or not. Products get selected as candidates when the confidence level is above a certain threshold set by the user. As a result,
products to be issue-propagated can be divided into candidates, non-

Figure 2: User mental model (a, b) and visualization layout (c)

candidates, and the rest having the confidence level. In our system,
we put the rest on the grey area (Figure 2c).
We then established design guidelines based on the interview and
the mental model.
• R1: Support multiple selection of Certain and Uncertain conditions interactively.
• R2: Present the suggested propagation scope separately as
candidate, noncandidate, grey area.
• R3: Present confidence level of propagation for products in
grey area with how the level was determined.
• R4: Provide condition adjustment guidance for inferred missing condition.
• R5: Provide visual feedback for the change of the propagation
scope by setting the conditions.
4 I NTERACTIVE V ISUALIZATION
Following the design guideline, we developed an MCDM visualization tool as a single page application implemented in JavaScript
with React. We designed an overall layout of the visualization,
as shown in Figure 2c. In the criteria pane (left), one can interactively adjust the Certain/Uncertain conditions and the resulting
propagation scope appears on the right. In the product pane (right),
propagation candidates (blue background color) and noncandidates
(magenta background color) are presented. Uncertain products are
shown in the grey area along with the confidence level. One can
adjust the threshold to manipulate the scope of candidates. Since the
anonymized data obtained from the SSD product line mainly consist
of categorical variables, we focused on managing such data types.
The tool consists of two panes: criteria and product. One can set
the conditions on the criteria pane and identify the scope on the
product pane. The tool also guides the inferred conditions to help
users adjust missing conditions.
4.1 Criteria Pane
In Criteria Pane, there are multiple categorical values in each criterion. The user can change the state of each criterion value individually by clicking the value glyph (Figure 3) and the state cycles
between three states: Candidate, Noncandidate, and Weight (R1).
Former two Certain states force corresponding products to place in
the candidate or noncandidate area (R2). As for the Weight state,
it shows the vertical range slider, which could adjust Uncertain
conditions (Figure 3): Moving up the slider adds the weight to
the confidence level of propagation, and moving down reduces its
weight. The weight direction is aligned with the position of each
area on product pane. If the state changes from Weight to the others,
the slider disappears, and the weight value is discarded.
On the other hand, the horizontal range slider (Figure 4b) under a
criterion name is used for adjusting the importance of the criterion.
Since the importance values are normalized, their ratios are relative
to each other. Each criterion is encoded with a distinct color, which is
identical to Weight vertical slider widgets, candidate column, criteria
legends, and stacked bar charts on the product pane.

Figure 3: Toggling the value glyph changes the state: Candidate,
Noncandidate, Weight (from left). If the Weight state is set, a user
can control the weight of the value by manipulating the vertical slider.

Figure 4: Proposed interactive visualization tool. On the left criteria pane, the user sets (a) the states or the weights of criterion values and (b)
the importance of criteria. On the right product pane, products are dynamically listed (c) according to corresponding states. They are ordered
according to user interactions: toggling value glyphs, dragging colored sliders, (e) adjusting threshold slider. The information of confidence level is
(d) expressed as bar charts, and its details are (f) represented as stacked bar charts.

4.2

Product Pane

Product pane has candidate, noncandidate and grey area with distinctly encoded colors. When a user manipulates widgets in criteria
pane, products are dynamically placed in their area where they belong according to the input from the criteria pane (R1, R5).
The candidate column (Figure 4c) shows whether criteria of
products are set to Candidate or Noncandidate (R2). The more one
assigns criteria set to Candidates, the greater the chance product is
placed on the candidate area, and vice versa. If a product has both
Candidate and Noncandidate criteria, it means there is a conflict,
and it will be placed on grey area.
We exploit the SAW model in calculating the confidence level
since its intuitiveness for users to understand [14, 17]. The sum of
the weights is expressed as a score and is encoded as a length of a

bar (Figure 4d), along with the actual value on the right. The score
detail is expressed as a stacked bar on the right (R3; Figure 4f). The
color of each bar matches the color of the corresponding criterion.
The value of the criterion is also presented in the bar to identify
which value affects the confidence level.
In addition, the user can set the threshold value of the score
(Figure 4e) by adjusting the horizontal range slider. On the grey area,
if the product’s score exceeds the value, the background color tone
changes to blue with gradation by the score: the product row with
the higher score are painted darker (R5).
4.3

Weight Inference for Guiding Missing Conditions

One can identify the attributes values of products on the product
pane, as shown in Figure 5 by toggling show values button. As
aforementioned in Section 3, it helps users infer the missing condi-

Figure 5: One can identify the attribute values of products on the
product pane if necessary by clicking show values button. One can
also select product candidates to infer the weights of criteria. Selected
products and their attributes’ values are highlighted in red.

tions by reviewing the products’ attributes. For instance, if all the
selected products have a common attribute value, increasing the
value’s weight will likely be one of the missing conditions reversely.
However, the manual investigation into all the selected products’
values is hard to capture the missing conditions when the number of
selections or attributes is large.
We provide the missing condition guidance by inferring the
weights of criteria and their values from user-selected products. After selecting products expected as candidates, the tool guides users
which criteria value is necessary to be increased and the amount of
increment, as shown in Figure 6.
To effectively extract missing conditions, the tool provides minimum value weight guidance that reflects selected candidates’ commonalities. Hence, the weight inference method first computes each
criterion’s significance and distributes the significance into each criterion value weight. The significance of a criterion is computed based
on its uncertainty, which is defined as Shannon Entropy [10] due to
the selected products’ ratio with its different criteria values. The detailed formula is as follows: for criteria values V = {v1 , v2 , · · · , vn }
of a certain criterion C, the uncertainty µC of C is calculated as
µC = −

∑ Prob(vi ) log Prob(vi ),

vi ∈V

where Prob(vi ) is defined as the ratio of the selected products which
have vi as criteria value. If the selected products all have the same
criteria value for C, the products certainly have such criteria value
as common, and the uncertainty of C goes lower. On the other hand,
if they all have different criteria values, we can say that such criteria
cannot be a common feature of the products. Therefore uncertainty pf
C will increase. Shannon entropy directly reflects such intuition, as
it measures the uncertainty of a probabilistic event [9] as the number
of bits required to explain the event [12]. In this case, the ratio of
selected products of each criteria value becomes the probabilistic
distribution.
The tool then computes each criterion’s significance by dividing the minimum uncertainty among criteria with each criterion
uncertainty. Therefore, the criterion’s significance with minimum
uncertainty becomes 1, and the other criterion’s significance decreases as their uncertainty grows. Finally, each criteria value weight
is inferred by multiplying the significance by the ratio of the criteria
value weight among selected products. The detailed algorithm of the
entire weight inference procedure is described in Algorithm 1.
The criteria pane provides a guide for the weight by using the
criteria value wights values that were finally presented (Figure 6)

Figure 6: The weights of criteria and criteria values of the selected
products are inferred. The red-bordered sliders are guided to increase
their weights. The amount to increase is encoded as red bars in the
sliders, and the amount is linear to the difference between the current
weight and the inferred one.

one can adjust the weights following the guidance highlighted in
red. If the criteria weight itself is low and insufficient to increase
the criteria value weight, guidance to increase the criteria weight is
also provided. The saturation of the highlighted color encodes the
amount of the difference between the current weight and the guided
weight.
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Q UALITATIVE S TUDY

AND

D ISCUSSION

We performed an online case study for 60 minutes with one of
the domain experts (I1), one of the authors who participated in the
preliminary interview. The interviewee had never experienced the
tool before the study. We demonstrated the tool and discussed its
usability, effectiveness, and further works to be deployed in the
real-world.
5.1

Usability and Usefulness

I1 primarily appreciated the entire layout based on the user mental
model. She was satisfied with the weighting system for uncertain areas and also was satisfied that the product pane shows candidates and
Algorithm 1 Computing Pairwise Distortion & Weight
1: Input Criteria set C = {C1 ,C2 , · · ·Cn } where Ci consists of
criteria value Vi = {vi,1 , vi,2 , · · · , vi,m }
2: Input Selected Candidates Products P = {p1 , p2 , · · · , pl }
3: Output weights for each criteria value
4: for Ci in C do
5:
µCi = − ∑vi ∈V Prob(vi ) log Prob(vi )
µmin = minimum value among every µCi
6: for Ci in C do
7:
σCi = µCi /µmin
. Significance of Ci
8:
for v j in Vi do
9:
wvi = σCi · Prob(vi )
. weight of vi
10: return weight Wv for every criteria value v

noncandidates simultaneously. If noncandidates are not displayed, it
can decrease the chance of reviews for noncandidate products, which
occasionally occurs in the existing systems with a filtering-out based
approach. She could understand the way each component worked
during the demonstration session. However, she pointed out that
the value glyph button having the symbol W was not intuitive for
state changes. And she also wanted there existed a definite border
between the certain and candidate area because the similar color
hindered the separation between them.
During the demonstration session, I1 found which features to
use as attributes in this tool would be critical to its performance
and found that some contextual information can be a good attribute.
Currently, base elements were selected as attributes, which consist
of hardware/software-related features.
I1 addressed this tool would work efficiently for determining the
propagation of an instantly occurred issue. However, she noted that
supporting additional issue-related functions is essential to cover
various propagation practices in the industrial field. We discussed
possible requirements for the purpose: Detailed information about
each issue can be provided with a connection to the existing issue
tracking systems; Also, supporting the propagation of multiple issues simultaneously is necessary, which occasionally occurs in real
practices; Visualizing clusters of issues based on their similarity
would help users alleviate the effort of processing many issues.
5.2

Limitation and Future works

The data used in this study was strongly anonymized without rich
information about products or issues to be propagated due to internal security issues. Also, the data size was not large enough to
reflect the real-world scale. The number of products is increasing as
SPL evolving, and also the variety of the product attributes will increase as well; the current design need more scalability to cope with
them. Hence clustering techniques for both products and issues with
appropriate visualizations can alleviate exploring a large number
of items. Additional text-based data refined with natural language
processing techniques can also give more clues to perform the task.
We will solve this issue with active collaboration and offline field
evaluations.
Moreover, setting all criterion weights is laborious and tedious
as the number of the criterion or the criterion values increases. Analyzing user provenance [15] would help users understand historical
patterns to determine the propagation scope. We can reduce the burden of setting the weights by utilizing frequent or similar condition
sets.
To be deployed in the real environment, I1 suggested practical
features such as personalized customization for registering attributes,
sharing the reasoning process of how the scope is determined in a
summarized form, and reporting the results. We leave these issues
for future works.
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C ONCLUSIONS

We proposed a visualization tool supporting MCDM for finding the
propagation scope in SPL based on the users’ underlying mental
models. We derived the design guidelines based on the users’ mental
model through the preliminary interview with domain experts. We
then implemented the interactive visualization tool supporting issue
propagation tasks by considering the design requirements. Through
the case study with a domain expert, we confirmed that our tool
enables users to explore and investigate the appropriate propagation
scope interactively. The implementation of our system is available
at https://issue-propagation.github.io/demo/.
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